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Motivations
Polignac Conjecture - 1849
Every odd integer k can be written as 2n + p, where p is an odd prime and
n is a positive integer.
Counterexamples
Polignac’s Conjecture was easily proved to be false via 127 and 509, but
the problem was not completely discarded and provoked further thought
into the subject.
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Erdo˝s
Paul Erdo˝s, 20th century Hungarian mathematician.
Introduced and developed the theory behind covering sets.
Proved there are infinitely many counterexamples to Polignac’s
conjecture.
Covering sets are now used to explore variations of the Polignac
conjecture, some involving the Fibonacci numbers due to the special
properties they possess.
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Covering Sets
Definition
A finite covering set of the integers is a system of congruences n ≡ ri
mod mi , with 1 ≤ i ≤ t, such that every integer n satisfies at least one of
the congruences. To avoid trivial solutions we want mi > 1 for all i .
Example
A complete residue system mod p.
n ≡ 0 mod p
n ≡ 1 mod p
...
n ≡ p − 1 mod p
We can write this covering set as {(0, p), (1, p), . . . , (p − 1, p)}.
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Extra Conditions
We are building these sets as a system of triples (ri ,mi , pi )
i=t
i=1 with the
properties
1 The set {(ri ,mi )}i=ti=1 is a covering set of the integers.
2 p1, p2, ..., pt are all distinct odd primes which play an auxiliary role.
3 L =
∏i=t
i=1mi is the least common multiple (LCM) of the covering.
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Examples of Covering Sets
Polignac Problem
Do there exist infinitely many positive integers k such that k − 2n is
composite for all integers n ≥ 0?
Erdo˝s’s Covering for 2n ± p
Erdo˝s used a covering set in which ordpi (2) = mi , where ordp(2) denotes
the multiplicative order of 2 modulo p, the smallest positive integer m
such that 2m ≡ 1 mod p.
{(0, 2, 3), (0, 3, 7), (1, 4, 5), (3, 8, 17), (7, 12, 13), (23, 24, 241)}
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How Does the Covering Work
Polignac Problem
Do there exist infinitely many positive integers k such that k − 2n is
composite for all integers n ≥ 0?
{(0, 2, 3), (0, 3, 7), (1, 4, 5), (3, 8, 17), (7, 12, 13), (23, 24, 241)}
What Each Triple Means
Take the triple (1, 4, 5) in the covering.
4 = ord5(2) so 2
4 ≡ 1 mod 5.
When n ≡ 1 mod 4 we want k − 2n ≡ 0 mod 5.
k − 21 ≡ 0 mod 5 =⇒ k ≡ 2 mod 5.
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How Does the Covering Work
Full System of Congruences
k ≡ 1 mod 3, k ≡ 1 mod 7, k ≡ 2 mod 5
k ≡ 8 mod 17, k ≡ 11 mod 13, k ≡ 121 mod 241
Finding a Solution
Now that we have a system of congruences for k we apply the Chinese
Remainder Theorem to the system, with k ≡ 1 mod 2 as well, to get
infinitely many solutions k ≡ 7629217 mod 11184810.
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Fibonacci
Fibonacci Numbers
The Fibonacci numbers are a sequence of numbers where F0 = 0,F1 = 1
and for all n ≥ 2,Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2.
F = {0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, ...}
Pisano Period
The nth Pisano Period, denoted by pi(n), is the period with which the
sequence of Fibonacci Numbers modulo n repeats.
Example
Let F be the Fibonacci Numbers, so F = {0, 1, 1, 2, 3, ...}. Then pi(2) = 3
since F mod 2 = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, ...}.
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Examples of Covering Sets
Jones’s Covering
In 2012, Lenny Jones proved there are infinitely many positive integers
that cannot be written as Fn ± p where Fn is the nth Fibonacci number
and p is a prime.
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Jones continued
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Jones continued
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Bresz-Jones-Lamarche-Markovich
BJLM Theorem
There exist infinitely many positive integers k such that
k(2n + Fn)± 1
is composite for all integers n ≥ 0.
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New Problem
Problem
Do there exist infinitely many positive integers k such that
k2(2n + Fn) + 1 is composite for all integers ≥ 0?
Strategy
Finding a covering with the following requirements:
1 pi divides 2
mi − 1,
2 mi is a multiple of pi(pi ),
3 (2n + Fn) 6≡ 0 mod p,
4 −(2n + Fn)−1 to be a Quadratic Residue mod p.
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New Problem
C = {(1,3,2),(2,3,2),(18,24,3),(2,8,3),(0,20,5),(7,20,5),(9,20,5),
(14,20,5),(1,48,7),(3,48,7),(14,48,7),(22,48,7),(23,48,7),(26,48,7),
(31,48,7),(34,48,7),(41,48,7),(45,48,7),(6,10,11),(6,72,17),(18,72,17),
(23,72,17),(33,72,17),(40,72,17),(43,72,17), (9,18,19),(15,18,19),
(5,30,31), (25,30,31),(27,30,31),(2,40,41), (11,40,41),(33,40,41),
(21,60,61),(30,60,61),(60,180,181),(99,180,181),(138,180,181),
(163,180,181),(12,240,241),(83,240,241),
(105,240,241),(108,240,241),(143,240,241)}
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Approaching the Problem
What I Tried
Choose L early in the problem solving process.
Smart choice of ri , avoid 1 where possible.
F mod n = {0, 1, 1, ...., 1}
Use computer programs to help determine if a given list of triples is a
covering, what ri values occur most frequently.
Obstacles
No closed formula for Pisano Periods.
Do not want a covering to be too large.
Looking Forward
Create a program to search for out the ri ,mi for a given L and p.
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Thank You
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